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“Resource-Efficient Distributed Quantum Detection”

Supervisor: Prof. Michèle Wigger, Telecom Paris, IP Paris. Email: michele.wigger@telecom-
paris.fr

Location: The student will be working at the COMELEC Department of Telecom Paris.

Related Fields: Information theory, Quantum information theory, Detection theory

Project Description: Quantum sensing technologies are currently pushing their way into the
market. Quantum sensing allows to detect changes at the microscopic level of quantum states and
thus single atoms or photons, whereas traditional classical sensing systems can only observe changes
induced by large sets of atoms/photons, and as such have lower precision. While fundamental
limits non-distributed quantum detection systems have been derived under various assumptions [1],
distributed systems remain almost unstudied. The sole exceptions are the recent works [2, 3].

In this project our goal will be to improve resource-efficiency of the distributed quantum detec-
tion systems in [2, 3]. In particular, we shall allow for variable-length coding in the communication
protocols and our goal will be to reduce the required average communication rate (which propor-
tionally relates to the required communication bandwidth) while preserving the achieved detection
performance. In particular, we shall be interested in determining the fundamental limits of the max-
imum rate-reduction that is possible under variable-length coding compared to fixed-length coding.
We have related results for the classical case [4, 5], and expect that similarly intuitive and clear
expressions for the rate-reduction are possible in the quantum setup. Finally, besides reductions in
bandwidth will also consider other reductions of other resources like power consumption.

Expected Skills: The candidate is expected to have good analytic skills and solid backgrounds
in probability, information theory, and algebra. Knowledge in quantum information theory is a plus
but not absolutely required. The project is of fundamental and theoretical nature, but also involves
also a small part on programming.
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